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A question that often arises. So what is the
background to home ownership, and proving
you actual own a property?
In the past, deeds were
written by hand, to prove
ownership of property. These
were often held by a local
solicitor. When you wanted to
sell the property, you would
go back to the solicitor, who
would produce the deeds,
and you were then able to sell.
A conveyancer would draft
a legal document showing
your details as the seller,
and the buyer’s details. They
would also record any loans

Can you change a
Lasting Power of
Attorney

or mortgages secured on the
property.
Back in the 1980’s, the government of the day decided they
wanted to know who owned
what and they set up the
Land Registry. When property
changed hands, it now had to
be registered with this government department. The Land
Registry would look at the information on the deeds and
transfer that information to
their records. Gradually, the old
continued on page 4
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What can go
wrong with a
simple Will?
Many of us will have seen these simple do it yourself Will Kits sold in stationary stores. To be positive, they
are probably better than not having
a Will at all. At least the person making the Will is thinking about their
situation, and what they would
want after their death. So what then
can go wrong? Here are a few common problems:

1 A person writes a Will, and
then loses mental capacity. In the

meantime, their situation changes,
but they can no longer write a new
Will. So they are stuck with a Will that
doesn’t fit their current requirements.

2

A beneficiary of a Will may die
before the person making the Will,
known as the Testator. This may not
be spotted until the Testator dies,
and it may be too late then.

3

Family members are often appointed in conflicting roles such as
a beneficiary in the Will and witness
to it.

4

The Will is never actually
signed.

5

The signing and witnessing of
the Will is not done legally or correctly, with the witnesses present.

6

The Will is lost or stolen after it
has been signed and witnessed.

7 The Will is not dated.
8 The Testator may get married
or divorced after making the Will
which will invalidate it.

Do you have an Adult
Child on benefits?
A common problem that we see, when advising clients when
writing Wills is the situation, when a son or daughter is on state
benefits. This may be for a variety of reasons. They may have
genuine health issues and not be able to work, or just not able
to hold down a steady job for any length of time.
So how should the person
making the Will, (The Testator)
treat them? Some might say
they should get a larger share
than other non-dependent
siblings who are doing well
for themselves financially
and don’t need the money.
Others may say the opposite.
They should inherit a smaller
amount if they are not able to
deal well with a large inheritance. Clearly every case is
different. There may be other
issues with children receiving
an inheritance. For example,
they may have a problem with
drink or drugs, or other addictions, and a large amount of
money would not really help
them.
For the purposes of this example, we will assume they don’t
have any such addictions or
health problems. However, if
we also assume they are not
in employment, we would
also expect that they are receiving help to pay their rent
and other essential bills such
as council tax. If they receive
a large sum of money from an
inheritance, any means tested
benefits will stop, until the
capital is spent. In fact they
may hardly notice they have
received the money. So what
are the options?
The testator could leave them
out of the Will completely. The
testator may prefer to benefit
any grandchildren (The children of the son or daughter
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on benefits) who are not in
receipt of benefits instead,
effectively missing a generation.
The testator could write their
Will with a “trust” for the son
or daughter who is not working. Typically, such a trust will
be held by the executors and
trustees of the Will, who then
have “Discretion” to make
payments to the beneficiary
as and when appropriate. In
some cases, the beneficiary
will die with funds still held
by the trustees, who may then
decide to pay the fund out to
other family members such as
children of the intended beneficiary.
Critics of such schemes may
say, it is wrong for a person to
be in receipt of state benefits,
when funds are being held,
for their benefit in a family
trust. They may also suggest
that state benefits should be
reserved for those who genuinely cannot afford to make
ends meet. However, as the
law stands the testator is free
to write their Will as they wish
and there is no law against
such trusts at this time.
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Inheritance Tax - Why
would you act if you are
unaware of a problem!
An article in the Daily Telegraph recently, makes the point that
109 families per day, are having to pay Inheritance tax on a deceased family member’s estate. This is a high rate of tax at 40%,
a higher rate than most people pay on earnings, on assets over
£325,000. So why is this, you might ask?
Well, perhaps the first problem, is that people don’t generally add up the values of all
their assets. This is more likely
to happen when they visit
their bank or building society
or financial adviser, who will
do this. However, they may not
disclose all their assets at such
a meeting.
To create such a list, you will
need to obtain a property
valuation on your domestic
residence and any other property you own. You will then
need to add in any investment
valuations, such as shares and
savings accounts. Don’t forget
your current account, and any
vehicles. If you have valuable
personal effects, these should
also be included.
If you are married, both you
and your partner will normally
have an allowance each, making a total of £650,000. Normally for a married couple, the
inheritance tax bill will arise on
the second death. This is because there is no tax between
spouses. However, it is a bit
late to plan by this stage.
If your partner has already
died, they may have used
some of their allowance on
death. You would be advised
to check this?
Once you have such a list of
assets you will soon identify

if you have a problem. If you
think there might be, You
would be well advised to talk
to a specialist such as Independent Financial Adviser or
Solicitor who specialises in
such work. They may advise
giving some assets away. For
larger items gifted over the
annual £3,000 allowance, you
will need to live for seven years
before the gift is considered to
be outside of your estate. If
you are gifting property other
than your main residence, you
may run into a capital gains
tax liability, so it may be wise
to calculate this first.
The government is increasing
the personal allowance on
your main residence from this
year, but to benefit you need
to leave your property to a
direct descendent, which not
everyone will do. For example, if you sell your home, and
move to a sheltered flat the extra allowance would not apply.
Finally, the Government provides an extra incentive to
make a gift to a registered
charity to help reduce your
inheritance tax. If you gift
at least 10% of your taxable
assets, they will reduce the
chargeable rate from 40% to
36%. You might also want to
review your Will. Now there’s a
thought!
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Can you cancel a
Lasting Power of
Attorney or appoint
a new Attorney?
There are two types of Lasting
Powers of Attorney, Property
and Financial Affairs and Health
and Welfare. They enable your
attorneys to make decisions on
your behalf, if you are unable to
act, for example, if you have a
stroke or suffer with Alzheimer’s
disease.
Assuming you have set up a
lasting power of attorney, what
happens if before you are ill, you
decide you no longer want the
attorney to act? For example, if
you fall out with them.
Provided, you have mental
capacity to make that decision,
you can revoke the document
using a “Deed of Revocation”.
Details of such a document
are given on the government
website. (I will provide a link at
the end of this article).
The document will also come to
an end when you die, or if a sole
attorney loses mental capacity.
Other ways it will end, are if they
are declared bankrupt, or if they
are removed by the Court of
Protection, or if they die.
So once you have revoked your
document, you are free to make
a new one with new Attorneys.
Generally, speaking, it would
seem wise to appoint at least
two attorneys, in case one
cannot act for any reason. Most
attorneys are appointed “Jointly
and Severally” so they can act
alone if required.
www.gov.uk/power-of-attorney/
overview
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paper deeds were becoming
less important.
However, a recent estimate
stated that a quarter of
British homes have not been
registered. This situation arises
when an owner has lived in
a property since before the

Land Registry was set up. So
if you bought your home in
the 1970’s, and are still living
in it, the chances are it has
not been registered. Equally,
a house may have been left
to a son or daughter, in a
Will. Ideally, this should be
transferred to the new owner,
and then registered with the
Land Registry, at the time of
death, but sadly, this doesn’t
always happen, especially if
the beneficiary just continues
to live in the property as they
always have done.
The Land Registry offers an
incentive for property owners
to register their property,
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(when they are not moving)
which is known as a “Voluntary
Registration”. The normal fees
are reduced slightly. When this
is done, it is very clear from the
Land Registry records who the
owner is. This can be helpful
if the owner decides to sell
the property in the future. It
also means that if you are the
owner the deeds are lost you
can still prove ownership.
It is relatively easy today, to
carry out a search on the Land
Registry website, to check the
legal ownership of a property,
provided of course it has been
registered. This was not always
the case.

Why use Kendal Wills
Kendal Wills work to a fixed price menu of services so you know where
you are at the start, so there are no nasty surprises. The prices are
always kept highly competitive, and include free home visits, up to a
50 mile radius of Kendal. The company is not VAT registered and so this
saves 20% on the final bill. If you require something more complicated
than normal, we will advise you of the price before work commences.

See our new Video on our website about
Wills at: www.kendalwills.co.uk
Ask us your legal questions and if we don’t
know the answer we will find out!

covering Cumbria, South
Lakes and North Lancashire
"Our meeting with you, has
helped us both get to grips
with our situation, and you
interpreted our wishes well"
MI of Carnforth, Lancashire

Member of the Institute of Professional Will Writers and
compliant with the IPW code of practice.
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6, Lound Road, Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 7DT
Office appointments or home visits daytime or evening.

DISCLAIMER

“Wills Today” is produced by Kendal Wills Ltd of 6, Lound Road, Kendal, LA9 7DT. This publication is designed to give general information and advice but should
not be relied on. For example, your situation may vary from one described here and the law may change in the future. We therefore recommend you seek
Independent Legal Advice before taking any action on subjects mentioned in this publication.
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